CHAPTER EIGHTEEN:
THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE NEW DEAL

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The Great Depression and the 1930s in America simultaneously witnessed great economic difficulties for many blacks and yet also saw increased opportunities and gains on multiple levels. Since the majority of blacks made a living from agricultural work, they were especially hard hit during the depression. Black families in both the city and country relied extensively on sharing goods and tasks to get through the crisis. Although President Herbert Hoover did little to stem the tide of economic disaster, President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s efforts proved somewhat helpful. Some of his programs, especially the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), proved discriminatory in effect, especially when left in the hands of racist whites in the South. Many of his programs, however, like the welfare programs, literally kept blacks from starving. In addition to economic help, Roosevelt appointed numerous blacks to federal government positions, increasing their visibility and influence.

Blacks also continued protesting segregation and other racial injustices. The NAACP, aided by black women as well as men, continued to challenge racism in court cases, winning a significant victory over the white primary in 1944. The established civil rights organizations encountered some competition from the Communist Party in the 1930s. The Communist Party attracted some blacks because it consistently renounced racism, worked on economic issues and pursued legal equity and social justice for blacks. The Communist Party garnered significant sympathy, although never significant membership, through its dedicated commitment to the Scottsboro Boys case. No one, however, became an advocate for more than 400 black men involved in a “study” of untreated syphilis, one of the worst examples of discrimination in American history.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand the general causes of, and governmental responses to, the Great Depression.

Understand the economic effects of the Great Depression on blacks in the cities and rural areas.

Understand the political realignment of blacks during the New Deal, as well as Roosevelt’s plan’s effect on them, including both positive and negative features.

Understand the varieties of protests continued by blacks during the Great Depression, including issues of economic concerns, challenging racial discrimination and organized labor protests.

Understand the role and influence of the Communist Party on blacks at this time.
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